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ABSTRACT 

Information of the tree species based on  leaf can be viewed from Tree hand book which is little tedious job. Hence a need arises 

to develop a system which will find out information of tree by taking an image of a leaf. Here vein structure extraction and edge 

detection approaches are combined to increase accuracy of leaf based tree recognition system. And also using GPS users can 

locate the different locations where any particular plan can be found. It is useful for peoples who working in Medicinal industry, 

Ayurveda industry and foreigners to understand the rich bio-diversity of our country. It is just a way to put Smartphone or tablets 

owners more familiar with nature around them and to sense the power of citizens to map the various species and the diversity of 

trees with more detail information.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 A good understanding of plants is necessary to improve 

agricultural productivity and sustainability, to discover new 

pharmaceuticals, to plan for and mitigate the worst effects of 

climate change, and come to a better understanding of life as a 

whole. With a growing human population and a changing 

climate, there is an increasing threat to many ecosystems. It is 

therefore becoming increasingly important to identify new or 

rare species and to measure their geographical extent as part of 

wider biodiversity projects. 

A leaf classification is an important component of 

computerized living plan recognition. In the past decade, 

various approaches have been proposed for characterizing 

plant leaves. It is impossible for any botanist to know more 

than a tiny fraction of the total number of named species, 

which makes the further research on plants difficult.  

The advance information technologies provide a potentially 

very attractive solution of building a computerized plant 

identification system for the central management of plant data. 

This has led to an increasing interest in automating the process 

of species identification and related tasks.  

 When the   people roaming in forest and need to know about a 

particular tree species then there is no such a way that ,it will 

help them to identify trees in few seconds. To identify tree 

either we should use Tree identification book which provides 

the information about trees, but it is very difficult to identify 

correct tree species manually from large number of tree 

records. Another way is we can capture a photo of that tree’s 

leaf and  then we need to visit web sites where we need to find 

out the correct tree species by comparing images manually 

which is also a tedious job. Hence to need arises to develop 

application which will use captured image of trees leaf and 

will return results to users. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

There are about 250000 species of flowering plants that have 

been named and classified on earth. Many researchers have 

tried to identify plant leaves by applying several techniques 

that are briefly reviewed below. Tian et al. developed a 

machine vision system to detect and locate tomato seedlings 

and weed plants in a commercial agricultural environment 

[20]. Guyer et al. implemented an algorithm to extract 

plant/leaf shape features using information gathered from 

critical points along object borders, such as the location of 

angles along the border (and/or) local maxima and minima 

from shape described by curvature of the leaf boundary at two 
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growth stages [25]. Thompson et al. suggested that plant 

shape features might be necessary to distinguish between 

monocots and dicots for intermittent or spot spraying [27]. 

All the above researcher uses the methods are based on the 

object shape matching function. The following researcher 

uses the color based techniques. Kataoka et al. developed an 

automatic detection system for detecting apples ready for 

harvest, for the application of robotic fruit harvesting [19]. 

Woebbecke et al. developed a vision system using color 

indices for weed identification under various soil, residue and 

lighting conditions [30]. Franz et al. identified plants based 

on individual leaf shape described by curvature of the leaf 

boundary at two growth stages [25].   

Ninoyama and Shigemori analyzed binary images of whole 

soybean plants viewed from the side [26]. A weed detection 

system for Kansas wheat was developed using color filters by 

Zhang and Chaisattapagon. The following researcher 

usemethods are texture based technique. Haralick et al. used 

gray level co-occurrence features to analyze remotely sensed 

images [33]. Tang et al. developed a texture-based weed 

classification method using Gabor wavelets and neural 

networks for real-time selective herbicide application. 

 

2.1. Challenges in Botanical Morph Metrics: 

        Although morph metrics and image processing are well-

established and broad disciplines, botanical morph metrics 

presents some specific challenges. Here, we discuss some of 

these, including specimen deformations, unclear class 

boundaries, feature selection and terminology. 

 Leaves and flowers are non-rigid objects, leading to a variety 

of deformations. Many leaves have a three-dimensional nature, 

which increases the difficulty of producing good quality leaf 

images and also results in the loss of useful structure 

information. Archived specimens may also be damaged as they 

are dried and pressed, but even live specimens may have 

insect, disease or mechanical damage. Automated systems 

must be robust to such deformations, making soft computing 

and robust statistics highly attractive. One source of confusion 

when botanists and computer scientists collaborate concerns 

terms such as ‘‘classify’’ and ‘‘cluster’’. In taxonomy, 

‘‘classification’’ may be defined as the process of grouping 

individuals based on similarity, in order to define taxa such as 

species or genera . 

In computer science by contrast, ‘‘classification’’   refers to 

the assigning of an individual example to one of a finite 

number of discrete categories, whereas ‘‘clustering’’ refers to 

the discovery of groups within a set of individuals, based on 

similarities Care must be taken when using such terms to avoid 

confusion. Any system that is concerned with distinguishing 

between different groups of plants must be aware of the large 

intra-class, and small inter-class variation that is typical of 

botanical samples A number of classifiers have been 

developed that identify the species of a specimen from a digital 

image, as we discuss throughout this paper, and these must be 

robust to this challenge. Similar issues apply to the tasks of 

discovering how many groups exist in a set of examples, and 

what the class boundaries are distinguishing between a large 

numbers of groups is inherently more complex than 

distinguishing between just a few, and typically requires far 

more data to achieve satisfactory performance. 

Even if a study is restricted to a single genus, it may contain 

many species, each of which will encompass variation between 

its constituent populations. Different features are often needed 

to distinguish different categories of plant. For example, whilst 

leaf shape may be sufficient to distinguish between some 

species, other species may have very similar leaf shapes to 

each other, but have different colored leaves. No single 

feature, or kind of feature, may be sufficient to separate all the 

categories, making feature selection a challenging problem. 

Besides these botany-specific issues, more general image 

processing issues, such as the ambiguity caused by unknown 

illumination, pose etc., remain potentially problematic. 

 

3. BASICS CONCEPTS 

       There are many aspects of a plant’s structure and appearance 

that are used by expert botanists in plant morphological 

research. The most useful of these features are usually the two-

dimensional outline shape of a leaf or petal the structure of the 

vein network and the characters of the leaf margin of these, the 

outline shape has received by far the most attention when 

applying national techniques botanical image processing. 
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Fig 1: Main features of typical leaf 

 

3.1. Leaf shape 

There are several reasons underlying the focus on leaf shape. 

Firstly, the shape has perhaps the most discriminative power. 

Although leaves from the same plant may differ in detail, it is 

often the case that different species have characteristic leaf 

shapes, and these have often been used by botanists to identify 

species.  

Secondly, this is the easiest aspect to automatically extract. If a 

leaf is imaged against a plain black or white background, then 

simple threshold techniques can be used to separate the leaf 

from the background, and the outline can then be found by 

simply isolating those pixels of the leaf that border the 

background.  

Thirdly, there are numerous existing morph metric techniques 

which can be applied to leaf shape that have already proven 

their worth for other biological problems and which may 

already be familiar to many botanists. Finally, the gross 

structure of a leaf may be preserved even if the leaf specimen 

is damaged, possibly through age. 

 

Fig 2: Example of leaf shape. 

 

3.2.  Venation structure 

After their shape, the next most studied aspect of leaves is the 

vein structure, also referred to as the venation. Veins provide 

leaves with structure and a transport mechanism for water, 

minerals, sugars and other substances. The pattern of veins in 

a leaf can be used to help identify a plant.  

 

Fig 3: Example of leaf vein structure 

 

3.3. Leaf margin 

The leaf margin, the outer edge of the lamina, often contains 

pattern of ‘‘teeth’’ – small serrated portions of leaf, distinct 

from the typically larger and smoother lobes. Despite being a 

useful feature of leaves for botanists to use when describing 

leaves, the margin has seen very little use in automated leaf 

analysis. Indeed, it has been claimed that ‘‘no computer 

algorithm can reliably detect leaf teeth’’ as yet.  

The plant leaf centroid [24]. Woebbecke et al. developed a 

vision system using shape features for identifying young 

weeds. Franz et al. identified plants based on individual leaf. 

 

Fig 4: Different types of leaf edges 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To increasing the interest of an automatic process of spices 

identification and that related tasks are approach are going to 

implement. 

The steps are required in leaf recognition process are as 

follows: 
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4.1. Classifying  

Whether the image is of a valid leaf ,to decide if it is worth 

processing .Further, using a binary classifier applied to gist 

features. 

 

4.2. Segmenting 

The image to obtain a binary image separating the leaf 

from the background. This is done by estimating 

foreground and background color distributions in the 

situation value space of the HSV color space. 

 

4.3. Extracting 

This curvature features from the binaries image for 

compactly and discriminatively representing the shape of 

the leaf. Histograms of curvature are computed over 

multiple scales by using integral measures of curvatures. 

 

4.4. Comparing  

The features to these from a labeled database of leaf images 

and returning the spices with the closest matches. Due to 

the discriminative power of the feature s and the size of our 

labeled dataset. We use a simple nearest neighbor approach 

with histogram intersection as the distance metric. 

 

5. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

Fig 5: ileaf system 

 

  The leaf based tree recognition system has following modules: 

5.1. Capturing Leaf Image 

Leaf image could be captured using a scanner or CCD camera. 

The acquired images are RGB color images, so we need to 

convert the colors from RGB to Gray, by which we can avoid 

the color disturbed. 

The formula used for converting the RGB pixel value to its 

gray scale counterpart is given in Equation1.  

Gray = 0.2989 * R + 0.5870 * G + 0.1140 * B          Where R, 

G, B correspond to the color of the pixel, respectively. 

5.2. Leaf Image Acquisition and Processing 

Image acquisition includes plucking leaf from plant and then, 

the digital color image of the leaf is taken with a digital 

camera. After leaf image is obtained some pre-processing is 

needed. This stage includes grayscale conversion, image 

segmentation, binary conversion and image smoothing. 

4.1.  

5.3. Feature Extraction 

The following geometric features which have been used in leaf 

identification systems are described as follows: 

5.3.1. Shape features 

Aspect ratio: Aspect ratio also called as eccentricity is defined 

as ratio between length of the leaf minoraxis (w) and the 

length of the leaf major axis. It is notated as Aspect ratio =w/l 

and Circularity (Circularity is ratio involving area of the leaf 

(a) and square of perimeter (p) of the leaf.) It can be notated as 

Circularity=a/�2 (2). 

5.3.2. Vein features 

Vein features will be extracted by means of morphological 

operations performed on the gray scale image of the leaf. 

There are three different kinds of which are computed as 

follows: 

 

V1=A1/A, 

V2=A2/A and 

V3=A3/A  

Here V1, V2, and V3 characterize the features of the vein; A1, 

A2, and A3 signify the total pixels of the vein, and A denotes 

total pixels present on the leaf. 
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5.4. Classification Techniques 

A classification problem deals with associating a given input 

pattern with one of the distinct classes. Patterns are specified 

by a number of features (representing some measurements 

made on the objects that are being classified), so it is natural to 

think of them as d-dimensional vectors, where d is the number 

of different features. 

 

6. METHODOLOGY 

In this section we discuss a few technical details relevant to the 

speed optimization of our system, mainly, speeding up the 

ART feature extraction as well as the random trees cross-

validation through multi-threading. 

6.1.  ART optimization 

From an algorithmic point of view, General ART coefficient 

extraction is computed as follows: 

Base Computation 

1: for n = 1 to N do 

2:     for m = 1 to M do 

3:  ART bases(n;m)   compute Base(n;m) 

4:     end for 

5: end for 

Coefficient extraction: 

1: for n = to N do 

2: for m = 1 to M do 

3:  for x = 1 to imgResolution do 

4 for y = 1 to imgResolution do 

5:ARTcoeffs(n;m)   ARTcoeffs(n;m) + ARTbases(n; m; x; y) 

_ img(x; y) 

6:end for 

7:end for 

8:  end for 

9: end for 

 

6.2.  Proposed Notable Improvements 

• Firstly, it is noticed that image, being a binary image, has 

values of either 0 or 1 for background or leaf pixels 

respectively. Considering that the average total surface of a 

leaf in an image is about 30% of the total image surface, 70% 

of computation cycles are wasted multiplying base pixels with 

0. Therefore, we use a new coefficient computation algorithm 

which computes ART coefficients only for non-null pixels. 

• Secondly, by computing only bases selected by the attribute 

selection method presented before, it reduces the 

dimensionality of the ART bases structure, allowing for better 

index optimization by the compiler. 

The efficient algorithm is hence defined: 

Base computation: 

1: Read base index vector Biv of size Nd 

2: for i = 1 to Nd do 

3: ART bases(i)  compute Base(Biv(i):n;Biv(i):m) 

4: end for 

Coefficient extraction: 

1: for x = 1 to imgResolution do 

2:     for y = 1 to imgResolution do 

3: if img(x; y) > 0 then 

4: for i = to Nb do 

5: ARTcoeffs(i) = ARTcoeffs(i) + ARTbases(i; x; y) 

6: end for 

7: end if 

8: end for 

9: end for 

The coefficient algorithm represents a 3-fold computational 

time improvement over the general one for the same number of 

computed bases. It can be made equivalent with no base 

selection by generating Biv with all N _ M indexes. 

Furthermore, it produces features ordered by importance. 

Random forests multi-threading cross-validation Due to the 

training time requirements of Random Forests, leave-one-out 

cross-validation becomes highly unpractical for parameter 

testing. However, most modern machines have dual- or quad-
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core CPUs with simultaneous multi-threading technologies, 

allowing for coefficient execution of up to 8 simultaneous 

threads. As a result, we have implemented arandom forest 

multi-threaded cross-validation method which delivers leave-

one-out results from a 200 dimensional, 7000 sample dataset in 

about 45 minutes, using 8 threads on a Intel Core i7-2600K 

Processor with a clock frequency of 3.5Ghz. The method splits 

the task of testing each sample of the training set T, of size n 

train, into ntsubsets of size ntrain=nt, retrieving classification 

errors from each thread and computing the total error. 

Although random forest have internal estimators for training 

and cross-validation error based on the out-of-bag classifiers 

described in Section 3.4.3, we have found that the actually 

retraining  classifier for each test produces more stable error 

estimates. 

 

7. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Comparison of feature point extraction with respect to 

recognition rate: 

The following table 1 shows the comparison of 28 feature 

point extraction and 60 feature point extraction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table I: Comparison of feature point extraction with respect 

to recognition rate. 

 

The recognition rate obtained for the 28 feature point extraction 

is better than that of 60 feature point extraction. The overall 

performance of the 28 feature point extraction is very good over 

the 60 feature point extraction. For all dataset the recognition 

rate obtained are better for 28 feature point extraction. 

 

7.1. Comparison on the basis of Time 

The comparison is done the basis of time require for feature 

extraction and training the neural network for both the scheme 

that is 28 and 60 feature point extraction. The time require for 

28 feature point extraction is relatively less while time require 

for 60 feature point is more than that of 28 feature point 

extraction scheme. In 28 feature extraction scheme system find 

28 feature points while the for 60 feature point extraction 

system find 60 feature points that’s why the time require to 

extract 60 feature from leaf image takes more time while the for 

28 feature points system takes less time. The following table 2 

shows the time require for feature extraction and training the 

neural network. 

 

Sr. 

No 

No of 

Samples 

Time required 

for 28 feature 

point extraction 

and training  

Time required for 

60 feature point 

extraction and 

training 

1 5 x 10  0.65 min  6.27 min  

2 10 x 10  4.32 min  7.66 min  

3 15 x 10  6.03 min  11.70 min  

4 20 x10  8.36 min  14.77 min  

Table II: Comparison of 28 and 60 feature point extraction 

with respect to time. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

The proposed leaf based tree recognition system is 

implemented for recognition of leaf image. The concept of 

propose leaf recognition system can be useful for many those 

are find difficulties to recognize the correct leaf.Due to the 

combined approach of vein structure extraction and edge 

detection accuracy of system will be increased by 2-3% 

compared to other methods.It will allow the smartphone or 

tablets owners to get more in touch with the nature around 

them and also will help the citizens to map the various species 

and the diversity of trees with more detail information.  
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